Overlap between the Mid-Atlantic Bight Cold Pool and offshore wind lease areas
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Abstract

The Mid-Atlantic Cold Pool is a seasonal mass of cold bottom water that extends throughout the Mid-Atlantic Bight (MAB). Formed from rapid vernal surface warming, the Cold Pool dissipates in the fall due to mixing events such as storms. The Cold Pool supports a myriad of MAB coastal ecosystems and economically valuable commercial and recreational fisheries. Offshore wind energy has been rapidly developing within the MAB in recent years. Studies in Europe demonstrate that offshore wind farms can impact ocean mixing and hence seasonal stratification; there is, however, limited information on how MAB wind development will affect the Cold Pool. Seasonal overlap between the Cold Pool and pre-construction wind lease areas at varying distances from shore in the MAB was evaluated using output from a data-assimilative ocean model. Results highlight overlap periods as well as a thermal gradient that persists after bottom temperatures warm above the threshold typically used to identify the Cold Pool. These results also demonstrate cross-shelf variability in Cold Pool evolution. This work highlights the need for more focused ocean modeling studies and observations of wind farm effects on the MAB coastal environment.
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Introduction

The Mid-Atlantic Cold Pool is a seasonal mass of cold bottom water extending throughout the Mid-Atlantic Bight (MAB) from Nantucket, Massachusetts to Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, resulting in one of the largest thermal gradients in the world. The MAB Cold Pool is present primarily between depths of 20–100 m (Bigelow 1933). This stratification and the associated cold bottom temperatures and nutrient-rich environment support a diverse coastal ecosystem, including economically important recreational and commercial fisheries (Miles et al. 2021). Although defined wind lease areas are in flux, as of 2023, within the MAB, over 2 million acres of the continental shelf have been leased for offshore wind energy projects that are under development, including sites that overlap with the seasonal Cold Pool (Miles et al. 2021, Musial et al. 2022, Methratta et al. 2023). Limited information exists about the extent of this overlap as well as the impact of these future wind turbines on the Cold Pool (Miles et al. 2021).

The Cold Pool develops in the winter as cold water from Nantucket Shoals, north of the MAB, is transported southward to well-mixed MAB water (Houghton et al. 1982, Ou and Houghton 1982). In the spring, as surface water temperature increases and storm frequency decreases, a strong thermocline develops that isolates this cold and relatively fresh bottom water known as the Cold Pool (Bigelow 1933, Houghton et al. 1982). Stratification within the MAB is controlled and stabilized by salinity and temperature (Castelao et al. 2010). The strength of the thermocline, driven primarily by temperature, reaches a seasonal peak between July and August (Castelao et al. 2010). As surface temperatures begin to decrease in the late summer and early fall, the thermocline weakens, and fall storms eventually mix warm stratified surface waters to the bottom, dissipating the Cold Pool (Bigelow 1933, Houghton et al. 1982, Ou and Houghton 1982, Castelao et al. 2010, Lenzt 2017, Chen et al. 2018). The seasonal interannual variability of the Cold Pool can be influenced by annual large-scale climate and oceanic processes such as increased upwelling conditions or more frequent storm events (Houghton et al. 1982, Glenn et al. 2004, Li et al. 2014, Chen et al. 2018; Chen and Curchitser 2020).

There is along-shelf variation of the Cold Pool within the MAB that defines three distinct regions: the northern MAB, the central MAB, and the southern MAB (Bigelow 1933, Castelao et al. 2010, Lenzt 2017). The geography of the coastline along the Central MAB enhances the coastal upwelling response to summertime southerly winds (Castelao et al. 2010). The proximity to the Hudson River within the central MAB also changes the salinity within the Cold Pool in this region compared to the northern and southern MABs (Castelao et al. 2010). The Central MAB has the coldest bottom water during peak Cold Pool months (Ou and Houghton 1982, Castelao et al. 2010, Lenzt 2017).

Seasonal Cold Pool evolution is integral to MAB ecosystem processes. Upwelling along the MAB occurs each summer, transporting Cold Pool waters further inshore and toward the surface near the coast, which can drive phytoplankton blooms (Glenn and Schofield 2003, Glenn et al. 2004, Xu et al. 2011). The presence of Cold Pool water allows species ranges to extend further south than would be anticipated by latitude, supporting many economically and culturally valuable finfish and

The USA is anticipated to become one of the largest offshore energy markets by 2030 with an estimated 2.4 million acres under lease and >2100 turbine foundations to be installed (Musial et al. 2022, Shields et al. 2022, Methratta et al. 2023). The MAB region leads the nation in proposed offshore wind energy projects with current regional offshore wind goals totaling >30 gigawatts (GW) of energy within the next decade (Musial et al. 2022, Methratta et al. 2023). European offshore wind energy has been developed extensively and can provide insight into possible interactions between turbines, physical oceanographic processes, and biological systems within the MAB, although there are key differences between the regions (Methratta et al. 2020). While still applicable, results from European studies are more representative of conditions in the MAB during relatively weakly stratified periods and do not represent Cold Pool conditions (Miles et al. 2021). Likewise, many European lease areas use smaller capacity turbines with different spacing, further adding to uncertainty about how relevant prior research is to MAB conditions (Methratta et al. 2020).

Wind turbines can directly impact hydrodynamics within and around wind farms through their underwater infrastructure and indirectly through changes in both the surface and atmospheric wind fields (van Berkel et al. 2020). Structure-induced friction and blocking from flow past cylindrical structures often form Von Kármán vortex streets, increasing the turbulence directly downstream of the turbine. In the context of the Cold Pool, this could lead to less stratified conditions (Miles et al. 2021). It is unclear what the effects will be on a highly stratified system like the MAB Cold Pool if the area of increased turbulence is expanded (Carpenter et al. 2016, van Berkel et al. 2020). Likewise, the extraction of atmospheric kinetic energy by turbines may be amplified by larger clusters of wind turbines, in turn reducing near-field forcing at the sea surface, decreasing horizontal velocities, and turbulent mixing within several kilometers of the wind site (Christiansen et al. 2022, Floeter et al. 2022, Golbazi et al. 2022). This could mean that within the MAB, offshore wind projects overlapping with the Cold Pool could strengthen stratification. However, recent MAB-specific modeling has illustrated a surface cooling effect due to the extreme height of the newer turbines proposed within the MAB wind farms (Golbazi et al. 2022), which could reduce stratification. North Sea-focused modeling studies have attributed lower dissolved oxygen concentrations to the potential strengthening of stratification and decrease in depth of the mixed layer due to wind wake generation and upwelling and downwelling dipoles (Daewel et al. 2022). The implications of offshore wind on the hydrodynamic features of the MAB require further study due to the key differences between the two regions such as the broader spatial extent of wind lease areas (WLAs), the weaker tidal strength, and increased storm frequency within the MAB versus Europe, as well as the technological differences in turbine design (Brunner and Lwiza 2020, Miles et al. 2021). In this paper, we evaluate the extent and cross-shelf variability of spatial overlap between pre-construction MAB WLAs and the Cold Pool. We specifically evaluate the overlap between the Cold Pool and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management lease area call sites listed in Fig. 1. We evaluate the duration, strength, and variability of stratification where the Cold Pool overlaps with these sites within the MAB using output from a data-assimilative regional ocean model known as Doppio (López et al. 2020).

Methods

Data used in this study was simulated by the Doppio model, a Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) application of the MAB and the Gulf of Maine (López et al. 2020, Wilkin et al. 2022). ROMS is a 3D hydrostatic terrain following a primitive equation model used extensively for coastal applications (Haidvogel et al. 2000, Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2003). Doppio is an implementation of ROMS with a uniform 7 km horizontal grid and 40 vertical sigma layers, covering the period of 2007–2021. It includes atmospheric forcing from National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) products, namely the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) (Mesinger et al. 2006) for the period of 2007–2013 and the North American Mesoscale (NAM) (Janjic et al. 2005) forecast model for 2014 and later. Boundary conditions are based on daily mean data taken from the Mercator Ocean system (Drevillon et al. 2008) provided by Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) as well as the Oregon State University Tidal Prediction Software (OTPS) (Egbert and Erofeeva 2002) for harmonic tidal forcing of sea level and depth-average velocity along the open boundaries.

Additionally, Doppio uses 4-dimensional variational data assimilation (4D-Var) to obtain the best state estimate of the ocean within the domain. This includes assimilation of satellite sea surface temperature, sea surface height, HF-radar ocean surface currents, and all available in situ observations from the MARACOOS and NERACOOS regional associations of the US Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS) among other datasets (Wilkin et al. 2022). The output of Doppio used in this study spans from 2007 to 2021 and was generated by the Rutgers Ocean Modeling Group. Data were accessed in July 2023 from the THREDDS catalog of Doppio ROMS 15-year monthly reanalysis, as described in Wilkin and Levin (2022).

Metrics defining the presence and location of the Cold Pool area where the vertical temperature gradient is 0.2°C/m or greater and the bottom temperature is 10°C or less (Houghton et al. 1982, Mountain 2003, de Boyer Montégut et al. 2004, Brown et al. 2012, Li et al. 2015, Lenz 2017, Miles et al. 2021). The density stratification over the MAB region is primarily thermally controlled during the peak Cold Pool months; thus, stratification is determined by calculating the temperature gradient:

\[ 0.2°C/m \leq \delta T/\delta z \leq 10°C \] (1)

All 25 active WLAs within the MAB were analyzed in this study to determine the seasonal and cross-shelf overlap, more specifically with the Cold Pool. Total surface area of the Cold Pool and the MAB WLAs was extracted using ArcGIS and further analyzed (BOEM 2023). The centroid of each of the 25 MAB WLAs was used as the study location for each WLA (Fig. 1). Single points were used because the size of each WLA is small relative to the resolution of Doppio (7 km). Study locations were divided into three MAB segments based on the physical characteristics of each region: north, central,
and south (Bigelow 1933, Castelao et al. 2010, Lentz 2017). Within the central and northern MAB regions, study sites were further categorized into nearshore and offshore based on the average of the deepest and shallowest depths within each section. For northern MAB WLAs, the defined depth threshold is 43 m, and for central MAB WLAs, the defined depth threshold is 33 m. The southern MAB only has two WLAs, which we evaluate individually; hence, depth categorization was unnecessary. For each of these 25 study locations, the above method was used to determine the 15-year ensemble monthly averages of bottom temperatures and vertical temperature gradients, as well as standard deviations for variability across the 15-year span for each month for both criteria. Thermal gradients for each of the selected study sites were further evaluated by plotting monthly temperature-depth profiles.

Results
The MAB bottom temperatures warm from south to north and inshore to offshore, with the earliest warming along the southern and nearshore MAB regions (Fig. 2). By April, MAB areas south of New Jersey have already reached bottom temperatures above 10°C. Despite a northward bottom temperature warming trend through peak Cold Pool months, the area offshore of the New York Bight, near the Hudson Shelf Valley, remains below 8°C, even when more northern sites reach bottom temperatures close to 12°C (Fig. 2). The setup of the stratification (vertical thermal gradient values above 0.2°C/m) within the MAB is much less uniform (Fig. 3). In contrast to bottom temperature warming, stratification setup initiates in the north; however, the setup is much faster across all depths and latitudes within the MAB (Fig. 3). Reduction of stratification occurs earliest offshore and moves inshore during the later summer months (Fig. 3).

The combined stratification and bottom temperature metrics show that the Cold Pool sets up earliest at the southern edge of the MAB nearshore around North Carolina (Fig. 4). The Cold Pool remains inshore of the 50-m isobath during April and begins to set up in the NY Bight at the mouth of the Hudson Shelf Valley and initiation of the Hudson Shelf Valley following stratification setup seen in Fig. 3. By May, the Cold Pool dissipated south of Delaware from warming bottom temperatures but extended northward to Massachusetts and offshore to depths of 100 m (Figs 2 and 4). Following the trend of warming bottom temperatures seen in Fig. 2, the Cold Pool weakens fastest inshore, leaving only a spatial footprint of cold bottom waters along the New York Bight in September (Figs 2 and 4).

For the central MAB WLAs, bottom temperatures within the MAB warm more rapidly nearshore than offshore (Fig. 2). Within the nearshore WLAs, bottom temperatures reach well above 10°C between April and May, while bottom temperatures in the offshore WLAs do not reach 10°C until July (Fig. 2). Nearshore, maximum bottom temperatures exceed 20°C, while the offshore bottom temperatures reach a maximum of 16°C (Fig. 2). A stratified water column (the temperature gradient is above 0.2°C/m) also forms earlier in nearshore WLAs than offshore WLAs, with nearshore values close to 0.6°C/m by April (Fig. 3). However, stratification is sustained for longer in offshore sites, with temperature gradients maintained above 0.2°C/m through September (Fig. 3).
Throughout peak Cold Pool months, the overlap between MAB WLAs and the Cold Pool varies substantially (Fig. 4). In the month of March, despite the Cold Pool’s surface area of 1109 km$^2$, there is no overlap with the MAB WLAs (Fig. 4). In the month of April, the surface area of the Cold Pool expanded to 19 595 km$^2$ (Fig. 4). 19% of the MAB WLAs overlapped with the Cold Pool in April, although only 9% of the Cold Pool was covered by MAB WLAs (Fig. 4). In May, the Cold Pool surface area peaked at 56 153 km$^2$, and the MAB WLAs overlap with the Cold Pool increased to 81%, the highest annual overlap. Despite this large overlap, only 13% of the May Cold Pool was covered by MAB WLAs (Fig. 4). In June, the Cold Pool surface area covered 50 787 km$^2$, and 62% of the MAB WLAs overlapped (Fig. 4). Only 11% of the June Cold Pool was covered by the MAB WLAs (Fig. 4). In July, the Cold Pool surface area decreased to 36 942 km$^2$, and 41% of the MAB WLAs overlapped with 10% of the Cold Pool covered by the WLAs (Fig. 4). August is the last month of significant overlap between the Cold Pool and WLAs. The surface area of the August Cold Pool decreased to 19 333 km$^2$ with only 18% of the Cold Pool covered by WLAs and only 8% of WLAs overlap (Fig. 4). September was the only month that had a larger percentage of WLAs overlap with the Cold Pool (0.3%) than the percentage of the Cold Pool covered by WLAs (0.1%) (Fig. 4).

There are limited latitudinal differences in the duration and strength of the Cold Pool based on both metrics across the nine northern WLAs. Four of the northern MAB sites are nearshore with depths shallower than 43 m. The offshore sites (the remainder of the northern WLAs) are at ~50 m depth (Fig. 1). All eight northern MAB WLAs had stratification strength reach 0.2$°$C/m in the month of May while maintaining the bottom temperature below $10^°$C, signifying the presence of the Cold Pool starting in May (Fig. 5). The four nearshore sites had bottom temperatures warm above $10^°$C.
in the month of June, while the four offshore sites had bottom temperatures warm above the Cold Pool threshold in the month of July (Fig. 5).

Despite the difference in duration of the Cold Pool of one month versus two between the nearshore and offshore sites within the northern MAB, the evolution of the stratification strength and bottom temperatures between the groups was not noticeably different. All eight sites had thermal gradients peak in July at between 1 and 1.5 °C/m, despite the faster warming of bottom temperatures within the four nearshore sites (Fig. 5). Even with the rapid warming of the bottom temperature above 10 °C, in all eight MAB sites, the stratification strength remained above 0.2 °C/m until September (Fig. 5). In all eight northern MAB sites, the minimum bottom temperature occurred well before the stratification strength reached 0.2 °C/m in either March or February (Fig. 5). The maximum bottom temperature occurred in October in all eight sites (Fig. 5).

Thermal gradients for each of the northern selected study sites were further evaluated by plotting monthly temperature-depth profiles. In peak Cold Pool months, the vertical temperature gradient is similar between all study sites, despite the differences in depth and distance from shore (Fig. 6). Surface water temperature variability was relatively low across all eight sites with a 2 °C difference throughout peak Cold Pool months.

Latitudinal differences can be seen in the duration and strength of the Cold Pool based on both metrics across the 14 central MAB study locations. The six central MAB offshore study locations are below 33 m of water depth, while the eight nearshore sites are <33 m of depth (Fig. 1). All six offshore study locations had bottom water temperatures below 10 °C and a thermal gradient >0.2 °C/m in the month of May, signifying the presence of the Cold Pool (Fig. 7). The bottom temperature at five of these offshore study points exceeded 10 °C in August, meaning the Cold Pool duration there was
Figure 4. The Cold Pool is present in the areas of the shelf shaded in blue, which represent both bottom temperatures below 10°C and temperature gradients >0.2°C/m. Calculations were made based on Doppio simulations spanning 2007–2021 within the MAB. Only peak Cold Pool months are shown. Wind lease areas included in this study are outlined in gray. The 50- and 100-m isobaths are shown in black. The 50- and 100-m isobaths are shown in black. Wind Lease Area Overlap with the Cold Pool (WLA overlap) and Cold Pool Covered by Wind Lease Areas (Cold Pool Overlap) percentages in km² are listed for each month in each panel.

approximately three months (Fig. 7). Despite the warming bottom temperatures in all six offshore sites, stratification above 0.2°C/m was maintained for three additional months dissipating in October (Fig. 7). Peak thermal gradient values occurred in July for all six offshore WLAs (Fig. 7). The highest bottom temperatures occurred as stratification broke down around October or November, consistent with downward mixing of warm surface waters due to fall transition storms.

There are notable differences in the Cold Pool evolution between the nearshore and offshore WLAs. In the eight central MAB nearshore, Cold Pool duration was shorter, spanning approximately one month, starting in April with increasing stratification and ending in May when the bottom temperature surpassed 10°C (Fig. 7). Despite the short duration of the Cold Pool, high thermal gradient values (>0.2°C/m) in these eight nearshore sites lasted for six months, dissipating in September (Fig. 7). Like the central MAB offshore WLAs, thermal gradients peaked at the nearshore sites in July. Despite an earlier development of stratification at the nearshore sites, the thermal gradient weakened at approximately the same time as the offshore sites (Fig. 7). Bottom temperatures reached a greater maximum value at the nearshore sites by >3°C (Fig. 7). Peak thermal gradient values were relatively similar between the central MAB nearshore and offshore WLAs.
Thermal gradients for each of the selected central MAB study sites were further evaluated by plotting monthly temperature-depth profiles. In peak Cold Pool months, the vertical temperature gradient is similar between all study sites, despite the differences in depth and distance from shore (Fig. 8). Surface temperatures across all six sites differed the most in May and June with 3°C differences among sites. The difference in surface water temperature between sites decreased across Cold Pool months, while the difference in bottom temperatures increased, with a maximum difference in September of around 7°C between nearshore and offshore sites (Fig. 8). During July and August, surface temperatures at the nearshore sites were cooler and bottom temperature warmer than those of the offshore sites. The vertical temperature gradient values at the nearshore and offshore sites were similar, despite differences in depth and bottom temperatures.

Based on bottom temperature and stratification thresholds, the Cold Pool is only present in one of the two southern MAB WLAs, OCS-A-0483. Despite the presence of the Cold Pool according to the thresholds defined, the bottom temperature warms above 10°C within the same month that the stratification reaches 0.2°C/m for OCS-A-0483, meaning the Cold Pool presence is limited to one month (Fig. 9). Even with the warm

bottom temperatures for both southern MAB WLAs, the stratification strength does reach 0.2°C/m and remains above the Cold Pool thermal gradient threshold until September for both sites (Fig. 9). Even in the southern MAB site, where the Cold Pool, according to the thresholds given, is not present, the bottom temperature reaches below 10°C. Not, however, simultaneously with the thermal gradient reaching 0.2°C/m. Both sites have peak thermal gradients in the month of June and maximum bottom temperatures warmer than the other two MAB regions. Based on the temperature profiles for the southern MAB WLAs, it is clear that the region does not have the same stratification strength as the northern and central MAB WLAs (Fig. 10).

Discussion

Regional Cold Pool trends offshore of New Jersey in this study are consistent with those of previous studies that discuss the spatial and temporal variability of the Cold Pool (Houghton et al. 1982, Ou and Houghton 1982, Mountain 2003, Castelao et al. 2010, Brown et al. 2012, Lentz 2017, Chen et al. 2018). Our work provides additional
context related to the co-location of this essential ocean feature and WLAs, but we provide some general comparisons with their results. Lentz (2017) utilizes observational data from the National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI) World Ocean Database, generally between 1955 and 2014 (Boyer et al. 2013), while Chen et al. (2018) are based on modeling results from a regional ROMS model that covers 1958–2007. While the DOPPIO model configuration has similarities to Chen et al. (2018), DOPPIO is a data-assimilative ocean model that benefits from both the extensive observations throughout the region and continuous spatial and temporal coverage of a modeling system. Generally, nearshore bottom temperatures warmed more quickly than offshore, which is consistent with previous results (Lentz 2017, Chen et al. 2018). However, we found that the bottom temperatures within the regional MAB were warmer than those reported in previous studies, accompanied by higher temperature gradients (Lentz 2017). Generally, the Cold Pool is shorter in duration at areas of shallower depths (Lentz 2017, Chen et al. 2018). These differences could be a result of the differing time periods between DOPPIO and the observations and models used in Lentz (2017) and Chen et al. (2018), as the Cold Pool has undergone significant warming over the last 40 years (Friedland et al. 2022). Previous studies have defined Cold Pool dissipation as the decrease in stratification strength in early fall from increased mixing by storm events and warming bottom temperatures (Lentz 2017, Chen et al. 2018). While findings in this study support the strengthened thermal gradient extending into the early fall, bottom temperatures at our study locations were consistently above accepted Cold Pool thresholds after May depending on the region. The thermal gradient in the central MAB has been observed to be greater than in other areas of the MAB, which is consistent with previous work (Lentz 2017, Chen et al. 2018). These previous studies indicate the maximum temperature gradients are between 0.5 and 0.8°C/m (Lentz 2017, Chen et al. 2018), while in both offshore and nearshore sites in this study they exceeded 1°C/m.

Figure 6. Northern MAB WLAs temperature profiles for Cold Pool months based on monthly averaged Doppio simulations from 2007 to 2021. Cold Pool bottom temperature threshold is depicted with the gray dashed line. The color of each profile corresponds to a study point within the selected wind areas shown in Fig. 1. Blue hues represent nearshore sites (<43 m) and purple hues represent offshore sites (/>43 m).
Cold Pool breakdown criteria have previously identified as bottom temperatures warming above 10°C and weakening of the thermal gradient below 0.2 °C/m (Houghton et al. 1982, Lentz 2017, Chen et al. 2018); however, we found that the vertical thermal gradient remains above 0.2 °C/m well beyond the time of bottom temperature warming above 10°C. Even at the nearshore sites where higher maximum vertical thermal gradient values are observed, stratification extends months after the bottom temperature warms. Stratification is the buoyancy force that inhibits mixing by flow past structures such as wind turbines, and it maintains ecologically important habitat (Miles et al. 2021). Atlantic Surf clams, Ocean Quahogs, and Sea Scallops are among the most economically valuable fisheries within the MAB region (Munroe et al. 2016, Powell et al. 2020, Miles et al. 2021, Friedland et al. 2022). These species are thermally sensitive and their distribution is often an indicator of changing bottom temperatures (Powell et al. 2020, Friedland et al. 2022). A 2023 study found that 20% of 177 species of MAB forage fish preferentially used habitat within WLAs (Friedland et al. 2023). Changes in stratification that have the potential to affect primary productivity may heavily impact these ecologically important species (Daewel et al. 2022, Friedland et al. 2023). Other demersal fish, such as the Yellowtail Flounder, use the changing bottom temperatures to trigger important life-stage changes (Sullivan et al. 2005, Sackett et al. 2008). Thermal gradients, changes in bottom temperature, and consequent changes in primary productivity could directly impact these and other commercially and ecologically important species in the region. Climate change has been warming waters within the MAB region in recent years, more specifically bottom temperatures (Wallace et al. 2018, Friedland et al. 2022, Amaya et al. 2023). Despite these warming temperatures, stratification associated with the Cold Pool has maintained values at and above 0.2 °C/m. While 10°C is a useful indicator, these warming bottom temperatures may necessitate an updated bottom temperature threshold range. Because of the ecological and environmental importance of the Cold Pool, several metrics, in addition to bottom temperature, should be used to evaluate the Cold Pool.

This study shows a larger spatial and temporal overlap between the Cold Pool and WLAs further offshore versus wind lease areas closer to shore. We observed in this study that the average variation from 2007–2021 in Cold Pool metrics was limited for both bottom temperatures and stratification. Despite limited decadal Cold Pool variation, previous
studies have shown that broader ocean processes such as favorable upwelling or downwelling conditions can influence the daily and weekly variability of the Cold Pool (Houghton et al. 1982, Glenn et al. 2004, Li et al. 2014, Chen et al. 2018, Chen and Curchitser 2020). While we observed that there is limited overlap between the Cold Pool and MAB WLAs on a decadal time scale, daily variation in bottom temperatures and stratification can impact this overlap. Future work should evaluate short-term Cold Pool spatial variability to further increase certainty in WLAs overlap with this important regional feature.

Studies focused on European wind farms have shown that wind farms alter the hydrodynamic features of coastal environments (Carpenter et al. 2016, van Berkel et al. 2020, Christiansen et al. 2022, Floeter et al. 2022). These impacts depend heavily on the spatial extent of the wind farms as well as the temporal and spatial variability of stratification and mixing (Carpenter et al. 2016, Christiansen et al. 2022, Daewel et al. 2022). The current WLAs within the German Bight occupy a smaller area of the ocean than those proposed along the MAB. The stratification within the German Bight at depths <30 m is quantified as a 5–10°C difference between surface and bottom water temperatures, and tidal currents in this region can reach near 1.0 m/s (Carpenter et al. 2016, Christiansen et al. 2022). At the peak of thermal stratification in the German Bight during the year 2014, the bottom water temperature along the 40-m isobath only reached 14°C, resulting in a maximum thermal gradient of 0.35°C/m (Carpenter et al. 2016). During the years 2004–2013 along the 35 m isobath within the German Bight, the highest thermal gradient value was 0.37°C/m in July 2009 (Carpenter et al. 2016). The minimum peak thermal gradient value was 0.17°C/m in August 2004 (Carpenter et al. 2016). The maximum MAB thermal gradient value for the nearshore MAB sites, at a depth of ~30 m in the central region was 1.77°C/m. The maximum stratification within the nearshore MAB sites was close to five times that of the Ger-

Figure 8. Central MAB WLAs temperature profiles for Cold Pool months based on monthly averaged Doppio simulations from 2007 to 2021. Cold Pool bottom temperature threshold is depicted with the gray dashed line. The color of each profile corresponds to a study point within the selected wind areas shown in Fig. 1. Yellow hues represent nearshore sites (<33 m), while pink hues represent offshore sites (>33 m).
man Bight. Local tidal forcing within the MAB is much weaker than the German Bight (>0.1 m/s), while storms are more frequent within the MAB (Brunner and Lwiza 2020). The German Bight, consequently, has considerably weaker stratification and stronger currents than the MAB during peak stratification times. Because of the spatial, technological, and environmental differences between the German Bight and the MAB, studies of the hydrodynamic impacts of wind farms in the German Bight cannot be directly extrapolated to the MAB Cold Pool. In November, when storm occurrences become more frequent within the MAB, the weakened stratification might lead to additional impacts from wind farms. The strength of stratification within the MAB and the findings of this study suggest that impacts from turbines on stratification may be less than those found in the German Bight. New studies (Friedland et al. 2023) have indicated that there is significant overlap between MAB forage fish and WLAs; however, the biological responses of the system to changes in habitat from extensive sandy benthic habitats to increased hard structure and intertidal remain unknown. New analyses are currently underway utilizing the methods proposed by Carpenter et al. (2016), but with the MAB stratification conditions. Additionally, more detailed simulations and pre- and post-construction observations should be further explored to fully capture the potential impacts of the turbine structure on the MAB Cold Pool. Our study highlights times and regions of overlap between MAB WLAs and the Cold Pool, which are critical to focus those future studies on.

**Conclusion**

The MAB Cold Pool is a valuable coastal ocean feature that supports some of the most economically and culturally valuable fisheries in the USA. The Cold Pool influences a variety of oceanographic processes, such as atmospheric and oceanic circulation, coastal primary productivity, and carbon sequestration. Development of offshore wind has been rapidly expanding throughout the MAB. This study found that there is a notable overlap between proposed MAB offshore wind lease areas. In addition, substantial stratification persists past the time at which bottom temperatures warmed above Cold Pool thresholds. Bottom temperatures warm more rapidly in nearshore than offshore, despite stronger thermal gradients in nearshore sites. Although it is evident that MAB WLAs occur
within the Cold Pool, future studies to determine interdecadal trends of Cold Pool evolution and extent are necessary to further evaluate overlap between the Cold Pool and WLAs.
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